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Abstract

Purpose of the paper: Based on the socioemotional wealth theory, the objective 
of this work is to investigate the existence of different motivations influencing the 
localisation choice of the FBs’ investments. We want to explore if FBs agglomerate 
with other FBs or, more generally, if FBs follow a different pattern rather than NFBs.

Methodology: The study was carried out using the mixed method following an 
exploratory sequential design. The quantitative analysis was conducted starting from 
a sample of 2,958 FDIs made by Italian FBs and NFBs in China, while the qualitative 
analysis was carried out by performing an in-depth interview with the Marketing 
Manager of the Italy-China Foundation and by triangulating the information with 
written reports.

Findings: The results are consistent with the traditional literature that identifies 
the main drivers of localization choices in the economic-strategic, political and 
institutional factors. Any different motivations from NFBs due to SEW were not 
confirmed.

Research limitations: A first limitation is that, in the quantitative analysis, we 
considered only FDIs in China and only by Italian companies. A second limitation is 
that, again in the quantitative analysis, the measure used to identify and distinguish 
FBs from NFBs is a dichotomous variable.

Implications: From a managerial point of view, what this study implies is that 
family companies and all the other types locate their FDIs following similar logics and 
so there is no difference in the strategies of localization that can be traced back to the 
family or non-family nature.

Originality of the paper: to date, very limited knowledge exists about the 
strategic location choice of FBs and particularly, the agglomeration effect in FBs 
compared to NFBs.

Key words: family business; foreign direct investments; localization; agglomeration; 
China

1. Introduction

Family Businesses (FBs) account for the two thirds of the worldwide 
economic landscape, generating more than 75% of the GDP in most 
countries and employing more than 75% of the workforce (FFI, 2017). 
As regards Europe, FBs can be considered the backbone of the European 
economy: FBs account for more than 85% of the total firms and for more 
than 59% of the large enterprises (Corbetta and Quarato, 2016). This data 
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gives a clear perception of the importance of this form of business and 
justify the great academic interest considering the fast-growing number 
of studies on FBs and on the related managerial implications and policy 
issues. 

However, despite the great amount of research on FBs and their role in 
the world economy, many themes remain unexplored on the intersection 
between internationalization and FBs (de Massis et al., 2018). The extensive 
research relying on the socioemotional wealth (SEW) perspective (Gomez-
Mejia et al., 2007), acknowledges that FBs exhibit distinct motivations and 
behaviours in relation to their non-family counterparts. Extant research 
on FBs’ internationalization has largely examined the antecedents of 
international expansion (Pukall and Calabrò, 2014), outlining how 
family involvement may boost or hinder the internationalization of FBs 
in comparison with NFBs (e.g. Graves and Thomas, 2008; Sciascia et al., 
2013; Bannò et al., 2016). Yet, to date, very limited knowledge exists about 
the strategic location choice of FBs and particularly, the agglomeration 
effect in FBs compared to NFBs. While scholars agree that firms locate 
their activities in agglomerated clusters, as long as they can exploit 
agglomeration externalities and reduce their costs, no study exists that 
analyse the characteristic motivation in FBs’ agglomeration. 

In order to be competitive, the localisation choice of family firms in 
a big emerging market could be different from NFBs (Bannò and Pisano, 
2017). We contend that the distinction between FBs and NFBs, could help 
explaining the strategic choice of internationalization in terms of Foreign 
Direct Investment (FDI) localization. The SEW perspective, suggests that 
FBs adopt internationalisation strategies, which do not harm their socio-
emotional endowment (Gomez-Mejia et al., 2007), are more risk averse 
than NFBs (Fernández and Nieto, 2005) and this increases their reluctance 
to take part in networks with foreign companies or to explore foreign 
markets that are considered riskier than the domestic one (Boeker and 
Karichalil, 2002; Gómez-Mejía et al., 2010). This fear claims that FBs, in 
addition to seeking an economic-financial performance, aim to create and 
maintain a socio-emotional wealth by adopting international and location 
strategic choices different from the NFBs’ (Gómez-Mejía et al., 2007; 
Berrone et al,. 2012; Sciascia et al., 2013). 

In this paper we want to explore if FBs’ aversion to risk can be mitigated 
by social ties and the co-location in a foreign Country, for example, with 
other FBs. Given the depth and reciprocity of these ties, we want to explore 
if the family recognizes the non-economic benefits they receive from such 
exchanges, and will thus favour initiatives, that can generate benefits of such 
reciprocal social exchanges. Based on this perspective, we want to explore 
if FBs which decide to internationalize will be led to locate their investment 
following an emotional pattern due to the SEW that characterise such kind 
of firms. 

The exploration is done by referring to FDIs in China by Italian 
companies, both family and non-family. This choice is due to two different 
reasons. First, China has always been of great interest for scholars, since 
many Italian companies have chosen this Country as the destination for 
their investments (Mariotti and Mutinelli, 2017). Secondly, China appears 
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to be a sufficiently large country to study the existence of agglomeration 
phenomena. 

We adopt a mixed method with an exploratory sequential design, that 
is an approach that combines both the typical perspective of the qualitative 
and quantitative approach in order to guarantee a greater understanding 
of the topic analysed. The in-depth understanding of qualitative research 
techniques and the combination of quantitative statistical trends create a 
stronger research methodology than a single approach (Bryman, 2008). 
The qualitative analysis was conducted through the realization of an in-
dept interview with the Marketing Manager of the Italy-China Foundation, 
while the quantitative analysis is conducted starting from a sample of 2,958 
IDEs in China by Italian companies, both FBs and NFBs. 

The paper is structured as follows. In the next section, a review 
of the relevant literature on internationalization, family business and 
agglomeration is presented. Our explorative analysis is developed 
accordingly. In the following two sections, the methodology employed and 
results of the analysis are presented. A discussion of empirical findings and 
concluding remarks follow.

2. Theoretical framework

2.1 Internationalization strategies and location choice of family business

When dealing with internationalisation, and in order to maintain 
their SEW, the foreign expansion of FBs has its own peculiarities when 
compared to other types of business (Gallo and Garcia Pont 1996; Calabrò 
et al., 2016).

Socioemotional Wealth, taking its origin from the theory of behaviour 
and, in particular, from the theory of the agency, asserts that companies 
under the control of a family base their strategic choices on the protection 
of specific assets/heritages, as the complex of values promoted by the family, 
and use these values as their main decision-making reference scheme. 
Gòmez-Mejìa et al., (2007) describe SEW as a stock of values attributable 
to the authority that family members can exercise indefinitely over the 
business, the possibility of directly influencing the firm and the complete 
identification of the family with the company (Sharma and Irving, 2005). 
In this context, two aspects appear to be particularly relevant: the control 
and influence of the family over the company as source of emotional 
satisfaction (Schulze et al., 2001), and the long-term business horizon 
(Miller et al., 2010).

Because of this desire to preserve the SEW, the internationalisation can 
be perceived by the family as a threat. In fact, the foreign expansion could 
require the use of external funding and managers, with the risk of diluting 
family ownership and transferring decision-making power to third parties 
(Gòmez-Mejìa et al., 2011). Gómez-Mejía et al., (2007, 2010) found that 
FBs, in order to not jeopardize their corporate assets, prefer to give up 
strategic opportunities such as those arising from internationalisation 
(Anderson and Reeb, 2003). It is precisely the preservation of this heritage 
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that is the basis of the risk-averse attitude that characterizes families in 
the strategic choices of FDI localization. As explained by Gòmez-Mejìa et 
al., (2007), when compared to non-family companies, family businesses 
show a rather cautious attitude towards expansion decisions since family 
members have much of their wealth inside the company and they cannot 
easily diversify their portfolio. The result is that they are rather conservative 
in their strategic choices, including the localisation one, showing an innate 
aversion to risk (Fernandez and Nieto, 2005) that limits their capacity for 
change, making them particularly reluctant to invest in high-risk projects 
(Kellermanns and Eddleston, 2006). SEW could also explain why FBs 
ignore certain investment opportunities if they feel that these may cause 
potential losses, variability in performance, or there is a general threat to 
the stability and security of their assets (Gallo and Sveen 1991; Gòmez-
Mejìa et al., 2010; Zellweger et al., 2011).

As such, in order to preserve their SEW, family businesses select the 
most convenient location for investments and the choice can fall on a 
Country as close as possible to the one of the family, being perceived as 
potentially less risky for the business. Although, for many authors, the 
geographical distance and risk associated are two concepts that are less 
and less relevant (Autio, 2005; Oviatt and McDougall, 1994), in the case of 
FBs, they seem to be factors that cannot be underestimated. 

Since the affirmation of the studies of the Uppsala School (Johanson and 
Vahlne, 1977), it has been argued that a company prefers to internationalize 
by following an incremental process according to which it is better to 
expand initially to neighbouring countries, therefore presumably more 
similar to that of origin and, only after and progressively, attempt to 
expand to dissimilar countries. Even more so, this has also proved to be 
true for FBs. Banalieva and Eddleston (2011), for example, highlighted how 
internationalisation plays a leading role among the corporate strategies 
of the family business allowing it to assert its competitive advantage 
internationally and the best transmission of knowledge which is at the 
base of it. For this reason, the FB seeks to use this advantage in the nearest 
countries, where the reputation and networks created over time are more 
likely to succeed (Sanchez-Famoso et al., 2015). 

2.2 Agglomeration and location of FDIS

Agglomeration has been recognized as one of the main determinants 
of firm location choices (Chen, 2009). The concept of agglomeration 
was originally advanced by Alfred Marshall (1920), who states that 
agglomeration engenders economies that are external to a firm, but 
internal to a small geographic area. Nowadays there are lots of empirical 
studies investigating the effect of agglomeration on FDI location choice. 
As concerns the possibility for the parent firm to benefit from a spillover 
effect, it’s important to remember that investors entering a foreign market 
face a competitive disadvantage arising from the lack of knowledge of that 
market (Johanson and Vahlne, 2009). Access to local knowledge, therefore, 
is a fundamental aspect when designing foreign entry strategies (Tan and 
Meyer, 2011). The main obstacle to the sharing of local knowledge is its 
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non-codified and tacit nature (Polanyi, 1962; Lord and Ranft, 2000). As 
such, the capacity to exchange tacit knowledge depends on the quality 
of the relationship between the involved organizations (Dhanaraj et al., 
2004). In the context of an agglomeration, a high level of trust between 
organizations favours knowledge transfer (Hansen and Løvas; 2004) and 
enables regular contacts and efficient communication (Pérez-Nordtvedt et 
al., 2008). 

The geographical proximity to other FDIs can be pursued to reach tacit 
local knowledge and to take advantage of personal connection (Polanyi, 
1962). This proximity encourages frequent social and professional 
interactions among employees of different companies within business and 
non-business communities (Pouder and St. John, 1996). This is confirmed 
by the choice of foreign investors to locate their FDIs near other firms in 
the same industry (i.e. industry FDI agglomeration) or close to other FDI 
firms characterised by the same country of origin (i.e. country-of-origin 
FDI agglomeration) (Chang and Park, 2005; Nachum and Wymbs, 2005). 
This second type of agglomerations tend to encourage the development of 
inter-firm relationships and, therefore, benefits.

One of the main barriers related to the development of relationships 
based on trust among foreign and local firms can be identified with the 
sense of vulnerability, perceived by foreign companies, due to the lack of 
understanding of the new local context (Tsui-Auch and Möllering, 2010). 
Inter-firm relationships within a country-of-origin agglomeration help 
developing such trust (Tan and Meyer, 2011). Such trust is due to the 
shared socio-cultural backgrounds of the parent companies which have 
strengthen networks inside the country of origin (Miller et al., 2008). 
Moreover, relationships among compatriots are supported by social 
interactions among expatriates. Market entrants particularly benefit from 
country agglomerations, thanks to the help they provide in acquiring 
the relevant knowledge of the local context and reduce their liability of 
outsidership (Johanson and Vahlne, 2009). Specifically, this proximity 
facilitates the acquisition of knowledge about the way to adapt to local 
environments and institutions, which can be considered as a sensitive step 
in the entry strategy into new markets. In fact, foreign investors from the 
same socio-cultural backgrounds have similar business practices and they 
often face similar processes of adaptation to local environments (Liker 
et al., 1999). In addition, co-location by country of origin helps foreign 
investors to gain legitimacy in the host country (Kostova and Zaheer, 
1999:75; Tan and Meyer, 2011). 

2.3 Explorative analysis development

In the light of these considerations, the research places its roots 
within the theoretical framework of SEW that recent theoretical advances 
clarified in distinct elements: the family identity, the binding social ties, the 
emotional attachment, the family influence and the dynastic succession 
(Le Breton-Miller and Miller, 2013). In particular, binding social ties (i.e., 
the second aspect of SEW) extend beyond the boundaries of the family and 
involve a large number of actors both internal and external to the family 
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(e.g., family members, customers, competitors, other firms) sharing a 
sense of belonging, stability and commitment to the firm (Berrone et al., 
2012). Given the depth and reciprocity of these ties, families recognize 
the non-economic benefits they receive from such exchanges with third 
parties, and will thus favour initiatives, that can generate benefits of such 
precious, reciprocal social exchanges (Brickson, 2007). 

We identify such kind of social ties, among others, in the relationships 
that FBs can establish. FBs may have a relational network that can facilitate 
their entry to locations even far away and could operate trying to reduce 
the perceived risk, in order to have better knowledge of the peculiarities 
reducing the impact of the main factors of difference and risk between the 
two countries. Of course, this could happen also in the case of NFBs, but 
we want to explore if social ties can be stronger in effects in the case of FBs. 
For example, a high level of trust due to emotional engagement with other 
FBs should reduce a firm’s concern that other firms will take advantage of 
its weaknesses and expropriate its knowledge (Steensma and Lyles, 2000; 
Tsui-Auch and Möllering, 2010).

In the light of this, the questions we want to explore are as follow: 
Is there a gravitational effect generated by the presence of family 

agglomerations capable of attracting family businesses?
Is it reasonable to expect that family businesses that decide to 

internationalize will locate their investment in proximity of those made 
by other FBs, thus encouraging the formation of family businesses 
agglomerations and the improvement of social ties? 

What is the attitude of FBs in localization choice when compared to 
NFBs?

Are there any peculiarities of FBs when analysing specific sectors?

3. Empirical analysis

3.1 Mixed method approach

The research question was investigated using a mixed-method 
approach defined by Johnson, Onwuegbuzie and Turner (2007, p. 123) as 
the type of research in which a researcher or team of researchers combines 
elements of qualitative and quantitative research approaches for the broad 
purpose of breadth and depth of understanding and corroboration. In 
other words, mixed methods combine the typical tools of the qualitative 
approach with those typical of the quantitative one in order to provide a 
greater understanding of the theme that is intended to be studied (Reilly 
and Jones III, 2017). 

This methodology is very useful in the study of FBs which are 
particularly complex to analyse because of their nature (Wilson et al., 
2014). The complexity of this theme stems, firstly, from the objective 
pursued within family companies to generate, in addition to a financial 
value, also a non-financial value due to SEW (Astrachan and Jaskiewicz, 
2008; Zellweger and Astrachan, 2008). The mixed approach, using different 
rational tools and processes makes it possible to better understand these 
idiosyncrasies (D’Allura and Bannò, 2019). 
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To collect, analyse and interpret both qualitative and quantitative data 
we can identify four main designs (Creswell, 2014): the converged parallel 
design, the explanatory sequential drawing, the exploratory sequential 
drawing, and the embedded drawing. 

In this work, the mixed methodological approach of an exploratory 
sequential design will be used. We adopt this design because we want to 
confirm the qualitative results with the support of quantitative data. In 
fact, by first learning from the qualitative data through a deep interview, 
we collect and analyze the universe of quantitative data of FDIs made by 
Italian firms. The choice of this design is indicated, because the research 
problems are qualitative in nature and important variables are not well 
known and measurable (Picci, 2012).

The exploratory sequential design consists of two consecutive phases 
and it starts from a qualitative explorative phase so that it is then able 
to have as many elements as possible (see Figure 1). This design aims to 
explore the reasons for the lack of knowledge of a certain phenomenon, 
construct quantitative instruments and assess whether qualitative issues 
can be generalizable to a population. In the exploratory sequential design, 
qualitative data are much more important for the analysis and they are 
used to develop the quantitative phase. 

The referred universe is the same in the two phases (i.e. Italian FDIs 
in China in Phase 1A and Phase 1B, see Figure 1), however data were 
collected from different sources and from different points of view (i.e. face 
to face interview in Phase 1A and desk in Phase 1B).

Fig. 1: Exploratory sequential design

Source: our elaboration from Creswell, 2014

In Phase 2 we adopt an interpretation that allows to present qualitative 
and quantitative results followed by their comments confirming or 
disconfirming each other’s. In the end, to interpret the data, we look 
for similarities and convergences and try to justify the discrepancies or 
confirm results from the two phases in order to completely understand 
the two data sources and to corroborate the results obtained from different 
methods.

3.2 Phase 1a: qualitative analysis

Phase 1A is based on the qualitative method that goes beyond the 
measurement of the observable and tries to understand the meaning and 
beliefs of the underlining actions that are typical for FBs. The research 
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design is a single-case study and the primary source of data was face to 
face in-depth semi-structured interviews that facilitated a free expression 
of the informants’ ideas. Then the triangulation was possible by multiple 
data collection methods (i.e. reports and archives) (Campbell and Fiske, 
1959; Lee, 2006).

Phase 1A was mainly developed thanks to an interview to the Marketing 
Manager of the Italy China Foundation who could follow many Italian 
firms during their settlement in China. The goal of the Foundation, which 
was found in 2003, is to open a dialogue between Italy and China from an 
economic point of view, cultural and scientific, accounting and making the 
Italian business sector, to which support is provided in institutional and 
commercial relations with the Chinese counterparts. Consistent with its 
mission, the Foundation assists Italians operators by providing targeted 
advice to individual companies. 

The interview was conducted in an exploratory way and, for this 
reason, the first questions were generic and aimed at investigating the 
determinants that favour the location of FDIs in China. The respondent 
argued that the reasons that drive companies to locate their investments in 
China are primarily attributable to the internal market that China enjoys, 
which is experiencing a boom in consumption and a change of economic 
model. Consumption growth is currently supported by the increase of 
available income and the growth of the lower-middle-class segments (i.e. 
those with an annual income between 4,000 and 12,000 dollars). This 
growth is also accompanied by a gradual change in the composition of 
consumption: expenditure on consumer goods (e.g. foodstuffs) will fall and 
the consumption of semi-basic goods (e.g. clothing, healthcare, services) 
will increase. The same will happen for the so-called voluptuous goods, 
like education, culture, transport and telecommunications. Regarding the 
change in the economic model, what the Foundation's Head of Marketing 
highlighted, is the shift from a model based on the growth of investments 
financed mainly through debt issuance to a model based on internal 
consumption. All this is driven by the rapid growth of the service sector, 
which is increasingly becoming the new backbone of the Chinese economy. 

The respondent identified the second reason that drives companies 
to locate their investments in China in the growth of the technological 
sector and industrial production. The growth is rooted in China's R&D 
investments, which have steadily increased year-on-year to reach a 
2,18% share of GDP in 2018. Looking specifically at the provinces, the 
municipality of Beijing has an R&D rate on GDP of 6% when the first 
country in the world, that is Israel, is at 4.3% (calculating that Beijing has 
twice the inhabitants of Israel). Another province mentioned is Guangdong 
having an R&D rate on GDP of 4%. This is because the rapid increase in 
R&S expenditure in recent years is part of China's economic and social 
development strategy through scientific and technological progress.

No reference was made as concerns the aspects related to SEW, nor to 
social ties.

Following, a more specific set of questions aiming at identifying the 
factors that drive companies to invest in one area of China rather than 
another was asked. The respondent argued that cost differences are 
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extremely important. Despite some areas, such as Chongquing and 
Chengdu that are growing considerably, the coast remains the most 
competitive area of the Country and many companies prefer to locate 
where there are cost advantages and/or where they can be close to their 
customers. This is coherent with traditional international business findings 
(see e.g. Dunning, 1993) which identify in the market research, resources 
and efficiency, the main reasons according to which a company intends 
to undertake investments outside its country of origin. In particular, the 
following elements are the main factors of attractiveness of FDI: size of 
the market, geographical distances and proximity, agglomeration effects 
(attributable to the state of the infrastructure of the host country, the 
degree of industrialization and the size of the stock of FDI), labour costs, 
physical infrastructure, intangible production factors (e.g., research and 
development), public incentives (e.g., financial incentives, protectionist 
barriers, exchange rates) and political stability. The cost of labour is 
particularly crucial for those companies that want to undertake labour-
intensive activities in the production of their goods. 

Again, no reference was made to aspects connected to SEW, nor to 
social ties.

Finally, the interview went into specifics and the question if there is an 
emotional, social and/or family factor that can influence the location choices 
of FBs leading them to create agglomerations capable of attracting, in turn, 
other family firms was asked. The answer was quite clear and suggests 
that, since companies thought exclusively from a business and economic 
perspective, they located their investments exclusively where there could 
be a better economic advantage: investment decisions in a foreign country 
depend on the costs that a company will meet by entering the market of 
the host country. The respondent argued that in some cases firms prefer 
production districts where they come into contact with other companies 
or they can be located near their customers or where their reference 
market is located. However, the following economic factors contribute the 
most to the creation of agglomeration effects: the state of the host country's 
infrastructure, the degree of industrialisation and the measure of the FDIs’ 
stock. Furthermore, it emerged that areas with a high degree of industrial 
clusters and entrepreneurial culture are source of greater attraction. In 
addition, from the interview and according to Bannò and Pisano (2017), 
localization choices are further related to a few industry-specific and 
country-specific factors. The first factors include barriers to entry and/or 
exit, the presence of competitors and their degree of concentration, and 
the presence of companies that comprise a well-organised value chain at 
the local level in which the entrant can enter with his business. In addition 
to industry-specific factors there are the so-called country-specific factors 
which include the presence of a reliable legal system and an institutional 
system that ensures compliance with the rules, the presence of a reliable 
financial system, the presence of a system of infrastructure that can be used 
by the entrant and the presence of an educational system that encourages 
the formation of a skilled workforce.

It is important to note that no references nor confirmation were made 
to any emotional aspects nor to social ties. The interview suggests the 
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existence of an agglomeration effect but not due to socio-emotional factors 
and therefore denied the existence of a family factor capable of influencing 
the location choices of FBs. The main location drivers remain economic, 
institutional and political.

Once the results of the qualitative analysis have been identified, the 
next step is to carry out a triangulation through desk data. As such, we 
complete the qualitative Phase 1B with the analysis of written Reports from 
the Italia China Foundation. 

Interesting issues emerge from the survey of a sample of Italian 
companies operating in China conducted by the CeSif (Centro Studi 
Imprese Italia China Foundation)1, which highlighted the existence of 
eleven categories of critical issues related to location choice. Among them, 
the two most significant are the difficulties that companies face in managing: 
language and cultural differences and the violation of intellectual property 
rights. With reference to cultural and linguistic differences, a successful 
strategy should pay close attention to the choice of management. For 
this reason, companies that want to build a long-term and prosperous 
presence in China must invest in management training in order to provide 
the management with the tools and information necessary to direct the 
business activity towards a winning and appropriate business model for 
the host country. A possible alternative to the one described above is the 
choice of the ownership to hire managers who can already boast a deep 
knowledge of the local market and sector in which the company intends to 
operate. All the solutions that emerge for this first issue related to location 
choice, do not refer to SEW. In other words, the emotional advantage of a 
network with other FBs cannot overcome this first main problem.

Other influential issues that emerged from the study are the great 
difficulty in identifying reliable local partners, problems related to 
bureaucracy, protectionist policies adopted by the Chinese government, 
the existence of an unclear regulation and the presence of a low-skilled 
workforce. Again, SEW and/or the social ties with other FBs cannot 
represent a solution to corruption and human resources management.

3.3 Phase 1b: quantitative analysis

Phase 1B consists in a quantitative analysis based on a sample of 2,958 
IDEs which was carried out by 1,565 Italian companies, both family and 
non-family. These data were collected from Reprint database, which was 
created in 1986 and is being annually updated. The criteria to identify FDIs 
were based on principles of economic materiality, rather than being formal 
and/or legal‐administrative in nature. Thus, the FDIs made by financial 
institutions were not considered (for additional details, see Mariotti and 
Mutinelli, 2017). In order to analyse the geographical distribution of 
Italian FDIs in China we have collected, for each investment, the specific 
geographical localization.
1 In 2010, the Italy-China Foundation established Centro Studi per Imprese of 

the Italy-China Foundation (CeSiF), a permanent center for information and 
statistical-economic updating that aims to carry out and promote studies, 
statistical analysis, conferences and publications on the Chinese market at the 
service of the entrepreneurial system.
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Family firms represent the other core variable in our investigation. This 
variable was constructed by data from Aida database (Bureau van Dick) 
which reports the company name, the family name of each board member 
and shareholder with the respective ownership share allowing us to identify 
kinship relations based on family names. We identify family control as the 
power to appoint to the board of directors. This definition is in line with 
previous studies, according to which family control can be identified as 
the fractional equity holding by family founding members or descendants 
(Bannò and Sgobbi, 2016; Lee, 2006). We define the variable that identify 
the nature of FBs as a binary variable equal to 1 if a non- listed firm is 
principally owned by the family or if no less than 20% of a listed firm is 
owned by the family, and zero otherwise (Littunen and Hyrsky, 2000).

The sample consists of 2,958 FDIs made by 1,565 Italian firms, revealing 
that some of them have made more than one FDI in China2. Among the 
Italian multinational firms, 994 are FBs (for a total of 1,856 FDIs) and 571 
are NFBs (for a total of 1,102 FDIs). The workers employed are around 
130,707of which 87,467 are employed in the industrial sector and 43,240 are 
engaged in commercial and service sectors. The parent companies are both 
large (40.2%) and small and medium-sized (59.8%)3  and most of them are 
in Lombardy (38%) and Emilia Romagna (15.6%). The companies mainly 
operate in the machinery (29.4%) and industrial plant sector (10.9%).

The majority of FDIs of the sample is located along the east coast of 
China and in proximity of the main cities (i.e. Hong Kong and Shanghai)4. 
Figure 2 illustrates the geographical distribution of the FDI in the whole 
sample.

Fig. 2: Map of the FDIs distribution in China in 2018

Source: our elaboration from Reprint and Aida Bureau van Dick

The statistical tool used to analyse and compare the two sub-samples 
(i.e. FB vs NFB) is the Relative Specialization Index. It is the revealed 
comparative advantages and it is one of the measures normally used to 
analyse a country's international specialisation model. The Index is 
calculated for every single Chinese city that is the destination of FDIs 
carried out by Italian family and non-family firms. The index aims to check 
whether, for each City, there is an agglomeration of family or non-family 
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businesses. The following formula will be applied to FDIs carried out by 
FBs in a specific city:

Likewise, the following formula will apply to FDIs carried out by NFBs 
in a specific city:

If the Index is greater than one, it means that family (or non-family) 
businesses is are more concentrated in a certain City, resulting in an 
agglomeration phenomenon based on the family nature of the company. 
While, if the Index assumes a value less than one means that there is a 
phenomenon of dispersion of FBs (or NFBs) in a specific city. 

Total number of FDIs realised by FBs in a generic city ÷ Total number of FDis realised by FBs in every city included in the sample
Total number of FDIs realised by all companies in a generic city ÷ Total number of FDIs realised in the whole country

Total number of FDIs realised by NFBs in a generic city ÷ Total number of FDIs realised by NFBs in every city included in the sample
Total number of FDIs realised by all companies in a generic city ÷ Total number of FDIs realised in the whole country

Fig. 3: Maps of Relative Specialization Index for FBs and for NFBs.

Source: our elaboration from Reprint and Aida Bureau van Dick

Once calculated the Index for each Chinese city with reference to 
both FBs and NFBs, it is possible to represent the results obtained on two 
maps (Figure 3), one relating to FBs and one to NFBs. Only cities where 
the Index is greater than 1 are reported. Statistical data for every City is 
available in Annex 1.

As the SEW effect could be highly influenced by the level of involvement 
of the family in the business, considered not only in terms of ownership but 
also in terms of the presence of family members in management positions 
(Chua, Chrisman &amp; Sharma 1999), the analysis was repeated by 
changing the classification criterion of family and non-family businesses. 
We have reclassified the companies of the statistical universe by adopting 
a dummy variable that assumes a value of 1 if the Board of Directors is 
composed mainly of members who are part of the Owning Family or if the 
successor is part of the Board of Directors, 0 otherwise. The new sample 
consists of 2,779 FDIs made by 1,444 Italian firms and, among them, 547 
are FBs (for a total of 1,082 FDIs) and 897 are NFBs (for a total of 1,697 
FDIs). Even in this case, the statistical tool used to analyse and compare the 
two sub-samples (i.e. FB vs NFB) is the Relative Specialization Index which 
has been calculated for every single Chinese city. 
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The results obtained were consistent with what had been already found 
using the selection criterion adopted in the previous analysis (i.e. 1 if a 
non- listed firm is principally owned by the family or if no less than 20% of 
a listed firm is owned by the family, and 0 otherwise)5. Even in this case the 
results show the lack of motivation generated by SEW because the majority 
of FDIs made by companies is located along the east coast of China and in 
proximity of the main cities. 

In order to check the robustness of the results, we further deepen the 
quantitative analysis considering as sub-sample the companies belonging 
to the Commerce Sector which is the one prevalent within the starting 
statistical universe. The new sample consists of 614 FDIs made by 415 
Italian firms and, among them, 273 are FBs (for a total of 409 FDIs) 
and 142 are NFBs (for a total of 205 FDIs). Even in this case the process 
involved the recalculation of the Relative Specialization Index for every 
single Chinese city that is the destination of FDIs carried out by Italian 
family and non-family firms. The results obtained were consistent with 
what was already found6.

3.4 Phase 2: interpretation

In Phase 1A the data were arranged into a conceptual order searching for 
emerging themes. The Marketing Manager of the Italy China Foundation, 
who has denied the existence of a family effect capable of influencing 
the localization choices of FBs since companies think exclusively from a 
business point of view, and written data, confirm this interpretation. 

Phase 1B analyses the firms’ location choice thanks to Reprint 
data. Thus, we can track the location, revealing the non-existence of an 
agglomeration of FBs when compared to NFBs. By analysing the Index 
of comparative advantage, the results show no differences in gravitational 
effects generated by SEW. From Figure 2, the majority of FDIs made by 
companies is located along the east coast of China and in proximity of the 
main cities. This was also supported by the Marketing Director of the Italy-
China Foundation who confirmed the tendency of Italian companies to 
locate their investments in the south-east regions of China. The reason of 
this choice is due to the fact that the eastern part of the Country continues 
to be the most developed despite the recent growth of some regions such 
as Chengdu and Chongquing. 

Summarising, the combination of both qualitative and quantitative data 
is synergistic because if on the one side qualitative data (i.e. interviews) were 
necessary for understanding the rationale, on the other side quantitative 
data revealed and confirmed what had emerged in the qualitative phase 
(Eisenhardt, 1989). The results achieved through the application of the 
mixed method suggest that SEW may induce FBs probably in the choice 
of the foreign Country, but it is not a factor able to influence the micro-
localization of the FDI (Dunning, 1993; Bannò and Pisano, 2017). 

5 Statistical data and Maps for every City calculated with the new criterion of FBs 
is available upon request.

6 Statistical data and Maps for every City calculated for the Commercial Sector 
is available upon request.
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4. Conclusion

The area of international management is very much in need of new 
evidence for FBs. Our results seem to assume importance in the FBs 
literature panorama and of that focused on the internationalization process. 
The contribution made to literature by this work is double. First of all, the 
study investigates a field that has remained unexplored within a macro-
topic as the internationalization of FBs and, secondly, the study was carried 
out using the mixed method which is useful in the study of FBs that are 
particularly complex due to the peculiarity of their nature (Denison, Lief, 
and Ward, 2004). The existence of a gravitational effect was investigated 
adopting an explorative design. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that 
there aren’t motivations due to SEW that would induce FBs to locate their 
FDIs in a specific area rather than another, for example in the same area 
with other FBs, resulting in an agglomeration phenomenon.

Our results appear contextually consistent and conflicting with the 
existing literature. 

On the one side the results are consistent with the traditional literature 
concerning the determinants of localization choices. In fact, we identify in 
economic factors the main driver of strategic localization choices. On the 
other side, this is one of the few cases where economic considerations prevail 
over the emotional aspect. SEW, in location choice and in agglomeration 
effects, is not verified as a strategic attitude of FBs.

The result of the analysis has implications both in terms of management 
and public policy and although the results are verified only for China, they 
aim to be significant regardless of the destination country of the FDIs. 
From a managerial point of view, what this study implies is that family 
companies and all the other types locate their FDIs following similar logics 
and so there is no difference in the strategies of localization that can be 
traced back to the family or non-family nature. 

The research is not immune to limitations and this can provide insights 
for future research. A first limitation is that, in the quantitative analysis, we 
considered only FDIs in China and only by Italian companies. Therefore, 
a possible future development could be to replicate the study considering 
also other destination Countries and other Countries of origin. A second 
limitation is that, again in the quantitative analysis, the measure used 
to identify and distinguish FBs from NFBs is a dichotomous variable. A 
possible future development could be to consider other measures in order 
to take care of the FBs’ the heterogeneity. Finally, it would have been 
interesting to propose a questionnaire and/or face to face interviews to 
some of the companies that had chosen to be located in cities where other 
Italian companies, family or non-family businesses already operated.
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Annex 1: Relative Specialization Index calculated for each city

Cities where 
firms locate their 
own investments

Number of FDIs 
carried out by 
FBs in the city

Number of FDIs 
carried out by 

NFBs in the city

Relative 
Specialization 

Index calculated 
on all cities for 

the FDIs carried 
out by FBs

Relative 
Specialization 

Index calculated 
on all cities for 

the FDIs carried 
out by NFBs

Bengbu 1 0 1,5937 0
Anquing 2 0 1,5937 0
Hefei 2 1 1,0625 0,8947
Maanshan 3 0 1,5937 0
Wuhu 3 0 1,5937 0
Tongling 0 1 0 2,6842
Anhui 11 2 - -

Beijing 152 134 0,8470 1,2576
Beijing 152 134 - -

Chongqing 18 3 1,3660 0,3834
Chongqing 18 3 - -

Fuan 0 1 0 2,6842
Fujian 1 1 0,7968 1,3421
Fuzhou 1 1 0,7968 1,3421
Quanzhou 2 0 1,5937 0
Xiamen 5 1 1,3281 0,4473
Zhangzhou 1 1 0,7968 1,3421
Fujian 10 5 - -

Dongguan 19 12 0,9768 1,0390
Foshan 28 12 1,1156 0,8052
Guangdong 1 3 0,3984 2,0131
Guangzhou 57 31 1,0323 0,9455
He Yuan 1 0 1,5937 0
Heshan 0 1 0 2,6842
Huizhou 6 3 1,0625 0,8947
Jiangmen 3 3 0,7968 1,3421
Nansha 1 0 1,5937 0

Shantou 1 1 0,7968 1,3421

Shenzhen 50 26 1,0485 0,9182

Shunde 2 0 1,5937 0

Sijiu 1 0 1,5937 0

Taishan City 1 0 1,5937 0

Zahoqing 1 0 1,5937 0

Zengcheng 0 1 0 2,6842

Zhongshan 18 5 1,2472 0,5835

Zhuhai 5 3 0,9960 1,0065

Guangdong 195 296 - -

Guilin 4 0 1,5937 0

Guangxi 4 0 - -

Guiyang 0 1 0 2,6842

Guizhou 0 1 - -

Haikou 1 0 1,5937 0
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Hainan 1 0 - -

Boading 3 0 1,5937 0

Cangzhou 0 2 0 2,6842

Handan 1 0 1,5937 0

Huanghua 1 0 1,5937 0

Langfang 5 0 1,5937 0

Long Hua 0 1 0 2,6842

Luquan 0 1 0 2,6842

Qianan 1 0 1,5937 0

Sanhe 0 1 0 2,6842

Tangshan 1 0 1,5937 0

Zhangjiakou 1 0 1,5937 0

Zhou 1 0 1,5937 0

Zhuozhou 0 1 0 2,6842

Hebei 14 6 - -

Xing 0 1 0 2,6842

Zhaodong 0 1 0 2,6842

Changlin 1 0 1,5937 0

Harbin 0 4 0 2,6842

Jixian 1 0 1,5937 0

Heilongjiang 2 6 - -

Luoyang 1 0 1,5937 0

Huixian 1 0 1,5937

Luohe 0 2 0 2,6842

Zhengzhou 3 0 1,5937 0

Henan 5 2 - -

Cheung Sha Wan 3 0 1,5937 0

Kowloon 3 0 1,5937 0

Kwun Tong 0 1 0 2,6842

Mongkok 0 1 0 2,6842

Sheung Wan 1 0 1,5937 0

Tsim Sha Tsui 0 1 0 2,6842

Hong Kong 433 278 0,9705 1,0495

Hong Kong 440 281 - -

Hubei 1 0 1,5937 0

Jingzhou 1 2 0,5312 1,7894
Shiyan 1 0 1,5937 0

Wuhan 9 10 0,7549 1,4127

Xiaogan 1 0 1,5937 0

Hubei 13 12 -

Changsa 4 5 0,7083 1,4912

Hunan 1 1 0,7968 1,3421

Tianmen 0 1 0 2,6842

Zhuzhou 1 0 1,5937 0

Hunan 6 7 - -

Baoying 1 0 1,5937 0
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Changshu 3 0 1,5937 0

Changzhou 7 5 0,9296 1,1184

Dongtai 0 1 0 2,6842

Haimem 1 0 1,5937 0

Jiangsu 4 5 0,7083 1,4912

Jiangyan 2 0 1,5937 0

Jiangyin 6 2 1,1953 0,6710

Jiangyin, Wuxi 1 0 1,5937 0

Jingjiang 1 0 1,5937 0

Jintan 1 0 1,5937 0

Kunshan 13 3 1,2949 0,5032

Lianyungang 2 0 1,5937 0

Nanjing 36 7 1,3343 0,4369

Nantong 2 4 0,5312 1,7894

Nanya 2 0 1,5937 0

Niangsu 0 1 0 2,6842

Qidong 0 1 0 2,6842

Suzhou 62 32 1,0511 0,9137

Taicang 4 2 1,0625 0,8947

Taixiang 1 0 1,5937 0

Tongzhou 1 0 1,5937 0

Wujiang 3 2 0,9562 1,0736

Wujin 1 0 1,5937 0

Wuxi 20 16 0,8854 1,1929

Xuzhou 0 1 0 2,6842

Yancheng 3 1 1,1953 0,6710
Yangzhou 4 1 1,275 0,5368

Yixing 0 2 0 2,6842

Yizheng 2 0 1,5937 0

Zhangjiagang 3 2 0,9562 1,0736

Zhenjiang 2 0 1,5937 0

Jiangsu 188 88 - -

Jilin 1 3 0,3984 2,0131

Changchun 3 0 1,5937 0

Jilin 4 3 - -

Benxi 2 0 1,5937 0

Chaoyang 1 0 1,5937 0

Dalian 21 6 1,2395 0,5964

Fuxin 0 1 0 2,6842

Liaoning 1 1 0,7968 1,3421

Liaoyang 1 0 1,5937 0

Shenyang 9 6 0,9562 1,0736
Liaoning 35 14 - -
Macao 1 0 1,5937 0
Macao 1 0

Chifeng 0 1 0 2,6842
Baotou 1 1 0,7968 1,3421
Nei Mongol 1 2
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Jiangbei 1 0 1,5937 0
Ningbo 1 0

Yinchuan 3 0 1,5937 0
Ningxia 1 0 1,5937 0
Ningxia 4 0 - -

Xi’An 2 0 1,5937 0
Weinan 0 1 0 2,6842
Shaanxi 2 1 - -

Changyu 1 0 1,5937 0
Dezhou 0 2 0 2,6842
Dongying 1 0 1,5937 0
Jinan 8 1 1,4166 0,2982
Jining 0 1 0 2,6842
Laizhou 1 0 1,5937 0
Linyi 3 0 1,5937 0
Penglai 2 0 1,5937 0
Qingdao 36 14 1,1475 0,7515
Rizhao 1 0 1,5937 0
Shandong 2 1 1,0625 0,8947
Shouguang 1 0 1,5937 0
Weifang 4 0 1,5937 0
Weihai 3 2 0,9562 1,0736
Yantai 22 2 1,4609 0,2236
Yanzhou 0 4 0 2,6842
Zibo 5 2 1,1383 0,7669
Shandong 90 29 - -

Shanghai 498 293 1,0033 0,9942
Pudongxin 2 0 1,5937 0
Qingpu 2 0 1,5937 0
Shangyu 0 1 0 2,6842
Shanghai 502 294 - -

Shanxi 3 0 1,5937 0
Taiyuan 0 1 0 2,6842
Xinzhou 1 0 1,5937 0
Shanxi 4 1 - -

Chengdu 9 9 0,7968 1,3421
Luzhou 1 0 1,5937 0
Sichuan 1 0 1,5937 0
Yibin 1 0 1,5937 0
Zigong 0 2 0 2,6842
Sichuan 12 11 - -
Tianjin 33 41 0,7107 1,4871
Tianjin 33 41 - -

Xinjiang 2 0 1,5937 0
Shihezi 2 0 1,5937 0
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Xinjiang 4 0 - -

Yunnan 0 1 0 2,6842
Kumming 0 2 0 2,6842
Yunnan 0 3 - -

Changxing 1 0 1,5937
Fuyang 0 1 2,6842
Haining 1 0 1,5937 0
Hangzhou 30 19 0,9757 1,0408
Huzhou 2 1 1,0625 0,8947
Jiashan 0 1 0 2,6842
Jiaxing 11 3 1,2522 0,5751
Jinhua 1 1 0,7968 1,3421
Ningbo 37 16 1,1126 0,8103
Pinghu 0 1 0 2,6842
Shaoxing 3 2 0,9562 1,0736
Shengzhou 1 1 0,7968 1,3421
Taizhou 3 2 0,9562 1,0736
Tongxiang 1 1 0,7968 1,3421
Wenzhou 3 1 1,1953 0,6710
Xiaoshan 1 0 1,5937 0
Yongkang 1 2 0,5312 1,7894
Yuyao City 1 0 1,5937 0
Zhejiang 5 2 1,1383 0,7669
Zhuji 2 0 1,5937 0
Zhejiang 104 54 - -

Jingdezhen 0 1 0 2,6842
Jiangxi 0 1 - -
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